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Engineer of Record:   Mark Janssen
Version:  10.0  
Date:   7 September 2020

Janssen Productions
1108 Lake Weldona Drive
Orlando FL 32806

Project Name:
Halpatiokee Park Disc Golf Course

Clearing/Grubbing
Walking Path
Waterway

Notes: 
Signage - Each tee area will require a sign indicating hole length, par and flight path.
  - Additional signs for safety and directional signs for course flow also needed

N
2001000

Legend:
Tee Box                       Target
FCT Parcel

Hole Lengths - Approximate (in feet)

Tee        Red       Blue

Target   A      B    A       B 

1  235   240

2  175        200     

3  240   270  

4  235     274  283     322

5  229     295    310     376

6  251   321

7  222   242       

8  240     307  255     322

9  260     275  372     395

10  240       300        

Construction Notes:
• Tee areas can be at-grade or slightly (0.5”) above grade.

• Finishing: texture desired on surface of pads - Dimpling with broom, or dragging across the short length (from long edge to long 

edge)  

• Suggested that level ground be provided a minimum of 18” on both the left and right sides of tee pad and 36” in front and back of tee 

pad. 

Hole 5:  Relocation of white signage on the left of fairway near wooden marquee. Suggest posting of “Caution - Disc Golf area, watch 

for flying discs” or similar signage as warning for multi-use patrons on both the tee area and approaching the target/basket area

Hole 7: Red/blue (shared) tee pad requires large retention walls on right and left sides. Suggest posting of “Caution - Disc Golf area, 

watch for flying discs” or similar signage as warning for multi-use patrons as approaching the target/basket area from the large 

enclosed pavilion area.

Hole 8: Red tee pad requires large retention walls on right and left sides. Blue tee pad at grade.

Hole 10: Red and blue tee pads at grade. Suggust a landscaping tiered feature created to elevate target location due to standing 

water/drainage and also to create a signature look hole. 

Hole 10/11: Needs “Next Tee” signage to direct players to hole 11 tee areas.

CLEARING NOTES
All trees for removal are painted with orange dot/square

Relocate nature awareness signage on existing path to tee area on 15. 

Hole 11: Remove or fully trim all stubs from large palm 10 feet infront of tee area; Remove palms at 40’; Remove 4 or 5 tree and large 

pine at 120’; clear area 15’ wider to left at target location  

Hole 12: Remove 2 pines early in fairway

Hole 13: Remove large palm near tee; cut off broken/dead branch on oak mid-fairway; clear all small trees and brush to connect to 

main cleared area - clear from small path on left to large pine on right/center. In this area there is a large pine tree marked for 

removal but do not remove - paint says NO on tree.

Hole 14: Clear back 20-30 feet behind tee area so we can increase length of hole. Remove palm at 100’. Remove tree at 180’. Remove 

low palms and dead trees just before target on right. 

Hole 15: Trim up tight or remove palm tree just behind tee. Remove two palms (low and high) at 70’.  At current target, remove as much 

underbrush and palms to increase length of hole. 

Hole 16:  Remove two trees 30’ from tee on right near main opening to fairway from path.

Hole 17: Clear entire hole -  clear tee area backward through vines area, marked trees in main farway, low palm under target area tree, 

clear out underbrush for 30-40’ behind target.

Hole 18:  Clear entire hole - need swath cleared from tee to target which involves line trees and meduim palms. 

HOLE TEE TARGET HOLE TEE TARGET

11 N27°06.349’  W080°15.306’ N27°06.371’  W080°15.321’ 15 N27°06.481’  W080°15.267’  N27°06.463’  W080°15.259’

12 N27°06.382’  W080°15.321’ N27°06.416’  W080°15.307’ 16 N27°06.446’  W080°15.244’ N27°06.415’  W080°15.243’ 

13 N27°06.426’  W080°15.283’ N27°06.459’  W080°15.270’ 17 N27°06.399’  W080°15.274’ N27°06.376’  W080°15.247’ 

14 N27°06.462’  W080°15.280’ N27°06.499’  W080°15.271’ 18 N27°06.373’  W080°15.252’ N27°06.395’  W080°15.282’ 

Hole Lengths - Approximate (in feet)

Tee        Red       Blue

Target   A      B    A       B 

11  165    

12   270             

13       

14  255            

15  110+           

16     

17     

18              

      


